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1) Construct the displacement diagram and the eam profile for a plate eam with a translating knife-edge

follower that rises 2 cm with simple harmonic motion in 900 of clockwise eam rotation, then dwells for

600
, retums with simple harmonic motion in 900

, and dwells for 1200
• The prime-circle radius is 30 mm.



2) (a) In the clock mechanism shown in the figure, shaft A drives the second hand (8) with an 8-teeth gear

on it. The gear is meshed with the big gear on shaft B with another 8-teeth gear transmitting the motion to

the 64-teeth gear on shaft C. The minute hand (M) is connected to shaft C. The 28-teeth gear on shaft C

is meshed with the big gear on shaft 0 with another 8-teeth gear transmitting the motion to the 64-teeth

gear on shaft E, which is connected to the hour hand (H). Determine the number of teeth of the big gear

on shaft C and that of the big gear on shaft D.
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(b) For the planetary gear train shown, if gear 2 is rotating with Wz = 200 rpm clockwise and arm 3 is

rotating with Wa = 300 rpm counterclockwise, determine the rotational speed and direction of gear 7, W7•



3) For the mechanism shown in the figure, sketch the free body diagrams of each link. What force P is

necessary for equilibrium if M12 = 15 N-m? Neglect the friction between the slider and ground links.
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4) Link 2 of the mechanism shown has a mass of m2 = 0.5 kg, and link 3 has a mass mg = 0.4 kg and

moment of inertia about its centroid Gg as 1G3 = 450 kg.mm2
• Link 2 is moving to the left:with a constant

speed of 40 mmls. At this instant aGg = 46.21 mmls2 (direction as shown in the figure) and «g = 123

radls2 counterclockwise. The contact at each slider joint has no friction. Draw the inertia force of link 3 and

determine force P acting on link 2.



5) A rotor has unbalance masses m1 = 20 g, and m2 = 15 g, located at radius 0.020 m on a shaft

supported at the bearings A and B, as shown. Determine two correction masses, and their angular

locations to be placed at the radius of 0.020 m in the planes C and D so that the dynamic load on the

bearingswill be zero.
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